
Ha ha ha….

Ouch….my bum hurts….

Aamer you and your
shakaybian dude…

Thank God! The
chair didn't break. 
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Dear Friends! A number of differences can be spotted in the animations used in 

the comic book. A beautiful gift hamper is waiting for the friend who will spot the 

maximum number of differences. You can send us your entries at 

info@individualland.com or post them on our Facebook page Individualland. So 

hurry up and send us your entries.



So we have come to a new place…
what's so different about it, same people, same

noise..ugh I am so over this scene.

Oh God, I guess I should master
my computer skills as well. Darn it!

Come on Tabinda, priorities!

I need to get some new clothes before
I go to university! Gotta dress to impress…

and hopefully there will be people worth my time.

I hate unpacking my bag,so
boring. But I do really want to get

into that computer program.
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It would be awesome if I

could study at this computer

coaching centre. 
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First day of class…

ADMISSION

OPEN

No hot girls….damn! A guy has
got to have some eye candy.

How else am I supposed to busy myself? 

Oh wonderful, do I really
have to sit beside this moron?

You've won the lottery as usual, Tabinda.



Boys and girls! Please listen
up! All students make a group
of four. 

Sultan, Kamran, Tabinda and Amir
make a group

Aha! So her name is Tabinda, Interesting…
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Finally! A girl! Oh La La! Come to Papa…
Oh my God! Seriously?
How obvious is this kid?

       Seems like this weirdo hasn't
seen a girl in his life.



Don't worry my friend, we got you. Chill
and let us work our magic.

Do you guys actually plan to do any work or are
you here just to stare at girls? And yes, you
are that obvious.

Call me Kamran
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Sup? The name's
Sultan 

Call me Kamran

Well Hello! People call me Aamer 
I am Tabinda I hope she noticed?



Now look here, when
we give this command…..

All this computer
stuff is a synch, I
can run circles around
     these clowns.

Man! I can stalk a whole
bunch of girls here…this will

certainly do old boy!

Hey! Seth Sahib, What's up! Oh Sir G! So is the deal final?

How much is it costing you old chap?

When you press Alt and CtrL

together….this happens…
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Just Shuuuuutttt UP! You Fools



Ufff!  My nani could do this
work better than you useless bums.

Good for nothing.

Oh Miss Tabinda! You can't learn
all this today Madam! Looks like you're

stuck with us for 2 more years

 This is really
exciting Yaar!

I want to learn all this
quickly so I can rid my hands

of these losers.

Sir! Come with us, we will show
you our work

Dude, did I log out of my Facebook
account? Oops!
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And Tabinda and Kamran have topped the class

Yeaaaah you rock! This calls for a treat people!

Mhmm, more like you and your cheap
Facebook girls worked on the assignment

Well I deserve a treat too; you know I burnt the
         midnight oil too

I wonder what's wrong
with his fingers.
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Wait a hot second…
isn't she Tabinda?

Heeey! Hop in! I'll drop you off. Miss Tabinda!

Mmmm, as if I have a choice. 

I guess I'll have to grace this
baboon with my presence momentarily. 

Sure dude, coming…

Sultan and Tabinda?! 
Together?! Where are they
 heading to…

Tabinda hooking up with Sultan?
Not on this guy's watch… this I will

never allow.  I saw her first,
finder's keepers.”
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Darn it
Oh Man! The ball had to
fall on my head. Couldn't
it find anyone else?

What? First time a girl sits in my
jeep and its showing me attitude.
    You still are my love my Jeep!

Taxi, Taxi…Stop please stop!

I should have taken a
taxi rather than taking a
lift in this stupid Jeep. 
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Ustaad G, my car has broken down;
I think I will have to tow my Jeep

Its fuse is broken, I am repairing it
temporarily, but do replace it. Don't forget
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But of course! Don't worry Ustaad G



Yaar! My love has gotten in a mood again, I think she's
jealous of you. Maybe you should just cover your face or

something… it has broken again

Many, many thanks Ustaad G

Yaar! The engine is acting up

again. Please don't! Please don't!

The slow tonga would be much better than this Jeep of yours
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Boy! Is everything ok?

Sir G! My car has broken down again 

What's the problem?
Does your jeep have any
tools or is it just for show?

Oh sir G! I'm not as
foolish as I look. I think

there is a tool
box in the back
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What? What are these Fertilizerbags doing here?



Boy! Where are you taking
these Fertilizer bags?

You should be careful; fertilizers can also
be used for illicit purposes... For making
bombs for instance

But Sir G, I only use it for farming

Look at you! Have you ever taken a look at
those chicken arms? You don't look like a farmer to me

Has this guy lost it. My
beautiful rickshawwww

God! Save! Save! Save
my Rickshaw please
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He is badly injured.
A thousand apologies Sir G! But this boy
appeared out of nowhere, just like an evil spirit.
 Or an ex-girlfriend. Can't control 'em!

Take him to the hospital at once
Got hurt…but got to sit with

Tabinda. Nailed It! Totally worth the pain.

Wow! My Love has started herself!
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We welcome honorable Seth Irfan Abid who has

done a lot of welfare work in our area. He has

built two schools, three dispensaries…

Please! Please! Follow me Seth sahib.I'm your humble servant.
(Keep smiling old boy…the more smiles, the more tips…)



Aamer Boy! All eyes on
you! It's show time

 Wow Sixer!

What a shot

Aamer Aamer
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Mr. Seth Sahib please drink some
cold water. It has been brought especially for you all

the way from the market
(or possibly from my kitchen sink…what

he doesn't know won't kill him.) 



We won

What fun man!
What fun

Well done Aamer. I'm glad your computing
skills aren't a reflection of your gaming skills.”

Awesome! Dude

It was fantastic

Stop playing with your Cell phone you geek! Look

at Aamer he's hitting such splendid innings

And the Man of the Match award goes... to Aamer!
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Money! I'll use it to impress
my sweet Tabinda.  I hope she's
a gold-digger… 

Yo! Sultan when are we heading to the summer
camp my Man?

Jiger! It's called summer camp…meaning at least wait
for the summers to begin!

Boy! Would you like to work as a coach in our summer
camp? you will also get some pocket money my child!
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Why not Sir, it would be my
           Honor!



Hello, where you at Sultan?

Hold man! Hold man! I am driving
a jeep not a jet

We are about to reach, Kamran is also with me

Are we there yet?

Relax! Few kilometers to go
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ThankGod, we've finally reached the place.
Sultan, no offense man, but you are not

exactly fast and furious. 

Can anyone get me some water?

Oh God! It's so hot and there's no shade.
My fair and lovely cream will never appease

me from the tan I'm about to get… 

Hahahahaha

Boy you should have brought your lunchbox
and water bottle with you! Awww! 

your stomach enters the room before you
do. I think you can go a few more minutes

without food dude. 

What the hell, hungry,
Need food! NOW!?
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You better be careful boy, I'll make you pay. 

We'll see who gets the last laugh…
Everyone must be at the grounds at 7 am Sharp
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Different activities are underway in the summer camp



take a look, it so funny Man!

What?

What an idea, Jiger!
We'll upload more Camp
videos on the internet

and it'll go viral instantly.
Our summer camp will be a

huge hit.

One, two, three…There you go

Hey, look here, this organization is giving away a USB
to the person who sends this link to 20 people

Duh! Whose Idea was it? Mine! The USB also
contains poems and sermons of our leaders
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Fertilizer

Come on boys! Today we shall perform a scientific experiment
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Jiger, its fertilizers

And the last time your
mother decided to do a

mutant science experiment,
the world got you...
ok fine…what is it?

What's next? Do you expect me to plough?
This is not the physique of someone who

ploughs dude.

Hey Dad! Look
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Isn't he the same guy who was hit by
the rickshaw?  The one with the bags

of fertilizer?



Hahahaha

Poor Aamer! Look at his Face man!

Copy that, I'll alert
the raiding squad

Sir I've come to know that some suspicious
persons are preparing explosives in a training

camp they put together.
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Hurry up, don't let them escape or else our boss will make us
run extra laps during training



Confiscate all the explosives and take them to the
police station immediately. Just think man…if we apprehend
these people and identify them as terrorists, we could get

promotions! Our names in lights!

This whole Mr.Smooth Guy routine is
over, come to the police station for a cup

of tea and some biscuits.

Tell me the truth boy, who do you
work for and who is the owner of
the camp?

I know nothing I swear!

Very well, very well

Aaii Aaii, it hurts! Ok! Ok! I'll tell you whatever
you want to know! Please don't hurt me. His
name is Seth Irfan Abid and he is the owner

of the camp
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Seth Sahib, bless us with your company. Your
friend is also here

Treat me well I have many
connections I'll see you all

I'm here because of you! Why did you
do this to me?
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What is going on around us man? Where are we?

But who are these terrorists? Let me do some research.



It looks like a terrorists' training camp

This guy looks oddly familiar

O my God, he is the cafe man of our coaching center

What did you say?

Let's go and ask him

Aamer, did you guys know that the attendant of our
coaching center works for terrorists?!

I saw his video with my
own eyes
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Dear Children, I was part of a terrorists' organization. My arm got burnt while preparing explosives
and all for nothing. Now if I got a second chance, I would never do it again.



End
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Thank God we did not get into that mess

Or else we would have ended up like
café uncle and blown ourselves with

those bombs You boys are such idiots. Anyone
can play you for a fool in the name
of these summer camps

let's go yaar! We have to go free Sultan. He
must have had quite a beating by now

Relax man! What's the hurry? I just got comfortable and my rear has

taken to this chair quite nicely.

Yes yes you know everything Miss Know it all



Yar! Our organization's

website has been blocked!
No issue at all, just change
the name and start over
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All is
 well

Man your ideas are very cheap

Enough of the shakaybian! Back to work,
I run a tight leash.



Sultan has the ration been delivered
to our workers' families?

Sir G, well….. Not quite so
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Everything Goes



Sultan Aamer

Kamran Tabinda

Name: Class:

Subject: School:

Name: Class:

Subject: School:

Name: Class:

Subject: School:

Name: Class:

Subject: School:
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